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We are disturbed by the inequities in our war ld and believe
that mathematics educators (consciously 01 not) contribute
to the shaping oj this world OUT conversation about teach
ing mathematics for social justice began in a working group
called Mathematics education, society and peace (Powell
and Dawson, 2005) at a Canadian Mathematics Education
Study Group (CMESG) conjerence In this article, we revisit
some afour conversationfrom that context and extend it.

Wagner: To understand om answers to big questions,like
"What must we do as mathematics educators interested in
social justice?", it is helpful to understand where we come
from. To me it seems unnecessmy to explain my interest in
correcting disparity Rather, I would want people who see
nothing wrong with the world as it is to explain themselves
However, I think it is appropriate to consider how out back
grounds influence Oli' intentions in education and our beliefs
about how to prompt positive change. So, how did you see
the development of yom present interest in social justice

Stocker: I suspect the foundation for my interest in social
justice came from being raised in an Adlerian family. The
basic idea of Adlerian psychology and the associated par
enting principles is that people who are encouraged feel
capable and appreciated and as a result will tend to act in a
connected, cooperative way. The family dynamic is orga
nized democratically and behaviourist practices (such as
reward and punishment) are replaced with authentic listen
ing, choice, and real opportunities to shape the environment
Really, from there it's a small step to an interest in socialjus
tice: a couple of passionate university professors who were
able to articulate the inequity in the wOlld and the reasons
why we should all work toward peace and social justice
My partner Kathy is a justice advocate, and I've been teach
ing fm eight years now at a grade seven and eight (12- and
13-year-old students) alternative school, City View Alterna
tive, in Toronto, focussed on these issues We teach the
government-prescribed cmriculum but through the lens of
justice issues, like race, class, gender, sexuality, ability, and
so on. Noddings's WOl k on the ethic of caring (1984) and
Kohn's writing on education (1986, 1993, 1999) have been
instrumental to om school's ethos The birth of my son, Jazz,
strengthens my commitment to social justice because he will
have to live in the community and the wOlld that we are cre
ating right now

Wagner: Like you, I trace my interest in peace and jus
tice to my family upbringing, which was Mennouite (a
Cluistian denomination) From the beginning, Mennonites
have renounced all fOlms of violence and war, though this
view seems to be eroding (Bush, 1998). I grew up hearing

stmies of early Mennonites, in the I SODs, refusing to defend
themselves when they were tOlrured and executed as heretics
(van Braght, 1951) However, these were just stmies fm
me, a wealthy (by wOlld standards) Canadian white male
who had a world of opportunity and who thought that his
family's oppOltunities and wealth were a result ofhar·d wOlk
and superimity My views changed drastically when I back
packed alOund the world and saw some of the disparity in
the wOlld After teaching mathematics fm five years in
Canada, my wife Carolyn and I spent two and a half years
working in Swaziland with the Mennonite development
agency (Mennonite Central Committee), which is known for
its wOlk addressing social inequities and advocating for non
violent approaches to peace During our time in Swaziland,
I saw disparity, inefficacy and suffering much closer I saw
that diligence, creativity and intelligence are not enough to
deliver most people from their unprivileged existences
There are structural barriers,

Cunently, I work with mathematics teachers and with
mathematics teachers in training. In these relationships and
in my writing, I try to draw attention to people's choices in
their mathematics to draw attention to diverse possibilities in
these choices and to underscore the cultural nature of math
ematics as a way of addressing human problems

Stocker: It seems to me that in order to have a meaning
ful dialogue we'll need to agree on some basic principles
that describe what we mean by peace and social justice
Clearly peace is not merely the absence of war and violent
conflict: it means more than mere stability. I have a poster
here in front of me that reads "End violence against women:
end poverty" So economic justice, the elimination of poverty
and the redisttibution of wealth to meet that end playa part,
I believe, in the creation of lasting peace

If I had to come up with a few guiding principles, they
would be:

non-violent approaches to conflict

democratic decision-making processes, and

the elimination of barriers to social, economic and
political inclusion based on race, class, gender, sex
uality, ethrdcity, religion 01 ability

Wagner: I share yom understanding of peace and social jns
tice, and I like the principles you list, but have some
questions about them, questions which I ask myself often.
Because of my experiences, I prefer to think about peace and
social justice in terms of narrative rather than principles
This is why I began by asking you to describe your back-
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ground Such understanding is as impottant to me as p,inci
pies Conside,ing my place in histo,y, I have to come to
te,ms with the legacy of colonialism associated with Cluis
tianity and my European roots. I recognize that much of this
colonialism was the result of well-intentioned people trying
to make the world better, trying to introduce good (or better)
p,inciples to the world. In short, colonialists often see them
selves as advocates fot social justice It bothers me that the
people who are at the centre of cutren! violence and injustice
use the same words we use, They too say they are forces for
peace and they too have social- andjustice-otiented agendas

Because of my belief that much violence is wrought by
people with good intentions, I wony about ends-based (tele
ological) visions and prefer to envision the processes myself
and others would be involved in when addressing violence
I notice that yom fIrst two p,inciples are processes and your
last one descIibes an end-based goal I lean toward avoid
ing haIrn and educating awareness as pIocesses, but I am
reminded of Archbishop Desmond Tutu's (1984) caution
that non-interference in situations of violence is akin to sup
pott fot the oppressors I share your interest in non-violent
'esistance (which is a departure from my tradition's pacifIst
avoidance of resistance) I think that educating awareness
can be a fmm ofnon-violent resistance, I have to think more
about the democIatic decision-making p,inciple because it
feels like an end-goal - democracy - which I think is neve,
possible because of inevitable unequal powe, relations

It would help me understand yom pIinciples if you
described fot us how you enact your vision for peace and
social justice in your mathematics teaching Do you edu
cate awareness? And, if so, how?

Stocker: I start from a belief that om education system
does a pOot job of preparing people for meaningful partici
pation in a democIacy Huxley (1932), in his book Brave
new world, paints a pictme of people who do not resist injus
tice because they have been socialized in such a way that
they do not recognize that injustice exists Typical class
rooms are sites for such socialization, What we do extremely
well is to pe'petuate wotld otder by making

good little wotkers fot future employment. (GelbeIg,
1997, p 215)

We train students to do what they are told to do and not ask
questions

Mathematics, however, is an excellent tool for "making
the invisible visible," which Devlin (1998) shows well using
diverse contexts At the beginning of grade 7 (12-year-olds),
I ask students to use a spreadsheet to gIaph the annual
worldwide spending on advertising compared to the amount
that the United Nations predicts we would need each year
to eliminate hunge, (adve'tising is $319 billion; ending
hunger is $19 billion) Students are outIaged: what they
thought was an insmmountable task (ending hungeI) is shed
in a new light. This inspires hope, because this insight
becomes a basis for action

In a mathematics book I've just completed (Stocke"
2006), Maththatmatters, the fifty lessons fOI middle school
students are about educating awareness, empowering civic
and mathematicalliteIacy simultaneously. Domestic vio
lence, racial profiling, structmal adjustment programs, the
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Iobin tax (a tax on foreign-exchange transactions), unions,
youth crime, defence spending: these topics, which are nor
mally invisible in mathematics classrooms, become visible
Understanding these issues requires competent mathemati
cians But the fastest way to create cynics is to stop there and
fail to do anything, so om altemative school is focussed on
direct action that builds on the students' new awareness of
these social issues,

Understanding economic systems and priorities is a focus
for me in my teaching YOll' sense that much violence is
wrought by people with good intentions seems at odds with
my understanding of big business - ext,emely competent
people intentionally maximizing profit for shareholders We
know that accumulation of wealth leads to all SOIts of prob
lems, including violence (see Chomsky, 2000, pp. 50-51)
What is your thinking around this aspect of justice?

Wagner: It is not possible for me to speak on behalf of
the people mnning big businesses, but I will describe my
sense of these people.. I think that most of them indeed
intend to maxinrize their own profIts (and their shareholders'
profits to keep themselves in power) and don't really think
about the effects their actions have on others When they do
think about the effects, they appeal to their beliefs in things
like trickle-down economics (altematively called supply
side economics: wealth-generation at the top trickles down
to increase the wealth of the pOOl est people). I don't see
evidence to SUPPOIt their beliefnOI do I see much effOIt hom
the belief-system's beneficiaries to justify their belief How
ever, like you, I think that c'itical thinking ,equites us to
not assume innocence and to recognize the choices that peo
ple make and to try to hold eve'yone (especially ourselves)
accountable fOI their (om) choices I take this approach in
my critical discourse analysis research (eg , Herbel-Eisen
marm and Wagne" 2007)

But our conversation isn't only about the power-brokers
It is also about us And it is about our students. I plan to
make good use of your new book, which reminds me of
books by Gutstein and Pete,son (2006) and Frankenstein
(1989), and of the way D'Ambrosio (1994) advocates c,iti
cal thinking about science and mathematics, I see value in
raising awareness like this. It makes me think of the saying,
"If it ain't broke, don'tfix it." Our students need to see the
broken aspects of their world But I am haunted by the con
cem expressed by Immaculate Namukasa dming the
CMESG discussion group She was bom in a country in
which children are kidnapped and fOIced to act as soldiers
She wondered why we expect om students to engage in adult
battles. Can't we let them be children? She led me to think
that it would be better for me to take up socialjustice bat
tles myself (and let my students see and give advice
regarding my social justice action), than to co-opt them into
battle Yes, children are part of these battles because they are
victims, but they need not be fighters

Neve,theless, I still want to do something for social jus
tice in my teaching. I retmn to my sense that powe,-brokers
don't think about the effects of their actions, and that they
are relatively blind to the experiences of others. 10 address
this situation, I can lead my students in what I like to call
perspective wOIk I can direct them to attend to their class
mates' and other people's perspectives, whether they are



engaged in tasks that considet real-world problems, such as
those in yom book, or engaged in pme mathematics tasks. I
can help them experience the value of seeing other perspec
tives because such attention to others yields dividends in
mathematical understanding and human understanding
Hopefully, this will help them pay attention to other people's
experiences outside the classroom too (immediately and
when they grow into positions of relative power)

Stocker: I, too, remember the concerns that Immaculate
had for us dming om working group on these issues And
in workshops that I do with pre-service teachers I often meet
with these same concerns I don't come from a war-tOIn
country so my reply to Immaculate and others is tempered
by my (lack of) experience, but I do have some thoughts

The first is that we, unavoidably, have students in om
classrooms who are dealing with these issues on a daily
basis Domestic abuse, racial profiliug, and certainly poverty
come to mind right away In not confronting these issues
directly, I wOHy that we take students who are disempow
ered to begin with and sileuce them further

The second is that people tend to think that tackling diffi
cult issues is necessarily a depressing task, when in fact that
has not been my experience. I prefer that my grade seven
and eight students (12 and 13 years old) speak for them
selves Here is a sanrpling of their response to my questions
about the 'heavy' natme of the topics:

If we don't know about social issues, if we don't learn
to be critical, we won't form views of our own, We'll
grow up in a politically inrpotent society Only through
learning can things change

Schools need to teach this stuff Children can't be hid
den hom the world

Amongst the other responses, I notice themes of empower
ment, of hope, of students wanting to be treated as if they
mattered and as if they were agents of change in the world
Tessa writes, "We can't make the world better ifwe're living
in a bubble"

Wagner: I share yom belief in the significance of students
and the inrportance of their unique perspectives and poten
tial for contributions to society: my research has been
underpinned by this belief (e.g, Wagner, 2007). I hear you
saying that social justice battles are the children's battles as
much as they are their parents' because the children are vic
tinr to disparity and to encultmation I am realizing that I
anr guilty of essentializing you: I have been listening to you
describe YOll social awareness work with mathematics as if
it is the only thing you do mathematically. I assmne you also
lead yom students in some pm'e mathematics - basic fraction
skills outside of contextual situations, for exanrple - to equip
them to deal with the social issues I would be interested to
know how you do this kind of teaching I anr uncomfort
able with the idea that a mathematics teacher is socially
irresponsible when not leading students to mathematise
social justice data, but I doubt that you think this It is a
question of balance, I think

A related question of balance has to do with the didactic
tension between pointing om' students' attention in patticulat
ways and promoting their personal agency. It is ironic that

students recognize their agency when you direct their eyes
toWat'd patticulat issues. Directing eyes is an act of power,
but directing them in the way that you do seems to be
empowering

Stocker: I think you're right, that directing eyes is an act
of power. It seems to me that no matter what we do we direct
student eyes (toward or away flom things, intentionally or
not). We have a limited amount of time with students and
choices to make about what and how to teach Teachers may
follow a long history of mathematical word problems
(Gerofsky, 2004) and introduce pseudo-real-life questions,
perhaps fmding the perinreter of cattle fields, or engage stu
dents in pure mathematics Alternatively, we may apply
mathematics to cmrent pressing social problems and look,
for example, at the mathematical validity of the "trickle
down" economics argument All are choices So I think we
can direct eyes toward personal agency and responsibility, or
not. It seems we often don't.

At CMESG someone made the assertion that what we do
in om classrooms amounts to a type of violence, or at the
very least a low level of social abuse. At first, that seemed
like too strong a statement to me (of course, because my own
experiences of mathematics were different!), but each day
that I spend with my students I become more convinced of
its truth When I don't create a meaningful context for the
mathematics, I lose student interest Worse, I scate students
who feel incompetent and don't know why we're doing what
we're doing So, to retmn to the idea of a mathematics
teacher being socially irresponsible when not making sense
of the real world - I'd like to push the argument and say
"yes." To some extent, yes - not to engage students in rela
tion to social issues shirks responsibility to both society aud
students

It's been a while since I was a high school mathematics
student but when I look at the elementary cmriculmn docu
ments it seems to me that most skills can be taught by
providing a rich, real-world problem for the students,
encomaging them to solve it in any way that they can, indi
vidually or ideally in groups, and then facilitating the
sharing of different approaches - formalizing the strategies
if need be. The departure to a class on pure mathematics
seems rarely necessary (unless I'm pressed for time, which,
come to think of it, is a huge structural barrier to good math
ematics teaching) .. Now, to be honest, that's my goal There
are skills where, for the life of me, I carmot fmd a meaning
ful context This bothers me Is this a reflection of my
teaching ability or on the value of the math, or both?

Wagner: I want to respond to a few points you raise here.
First, low-level social abuse can occur in various fOlliS,
including, as you say, providing meaningless contexts for
mathematical application while asserting that mathematics is
useful for addressing meaningful contexts Another form of
social abuse is for teachers, from their position of power, to
force their agendas on children This type of abuse is
inevitable with outcomes-OIiented cuniculum, which you
mention as being a structural barrier to the kind of explo
ration you want to do, but it is also present when teachers
impose a social justice agenda or a pure mathematics explo
ration (avoidance of cultmal engagement) agenda. Never
theless, we may locate the problem with the agenda (and
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indeed some agendas are beller than others - for example, I
would not advocate teacbing students that the besr way ro do
something is ah'eady derermined), but I suggest thar the real
problem is elsewhere,

This brings me to my second poinr, thar rhe way you
describe your plarnring seems backwards bur undersrandably
so because you are operating in a system that holds you
responsible to 'deliver' cmriculum outcomes, You look at
your outcomes fIrst and then strive to connect these to com
muniry issues (which is what I did when I taught in the
school system too) Does it not seem more appropriate to
statt with currenr problems and issues faced by our local and
global communities and then to develop our students' skills
to deal with these as part of a response to these issues and
problems? In conversations with some Aboriginal elders in
easrern Canada, it has become clear that this is the only
approach that would allow srudenrs ro use rheir 'common
sense,' thar is rheir sense of the world and their place in it
(Wagner and lunney, 2006)

And this question brings me ro my third commenr: though
I advocare problem-based education instead of outcome
based education, and take this approach in my work with
graduate and undergraduare srudenrs, I believe ir is appro
priate ro rake time to play, which is not very compatible with
outcome-based orientations nor with some approaches to
problem-based reaching Play does nor allow for external
agendas Nor every momenr of my life should be spent with
focused attention on a bmning social issue (but much of my
focused allenrion should be spenr thus) I think there is a
place to exercise OU! imaginations by trying out various per
spectives and approaches to non-critical or fictional
problems Such exercises mighr include spatial puzzles,
word puzzles, reading and writing poetry or fiction, board
games, or plue mathematics challenges (or, dare I say it?,
mathematical challenges ser in fantasy or hypothetical con
rexrs), There is social value in perspecrive work You mighr
ask what the value is, which is a fair quesrion My answer
would be thar I do nor know how ro articulate my sense of its
value, But ir feels human to play I play wirh my children
You play with yours.

My sense is that balance is the key I want to work for
social justice and I want to play, to explore perspecrive I
want to lead my studenrs ro do both too I sense that engage
menr and play are connected somehow

Stocker: I agree that we should be starting with current
problems and issues and helping to develop skills that would
allow and encourage students to respond. I think though it's
likely that whatever the outcome-based expectations are,
there are ways to address them wirh current issues Why is
this important? From a tactical perspective (the expectations
seem to be getting more entrenched in curriculum docu
ments as time passes), getting new and potentially hesitant
teachers on board with teacbing mathematics and social jus
tice may require us to demonsttate that they are still
fulfilling jurisdictional requirements" Unless of course we
re-envision our teaching environment by creating private
schools, which to my mind is untenably classist, I'm open
to other ways around it, but I haven't yet found them

The idea ofbalance is a bit llicky in my mind I ask myself
how many of the thousand hours or so of mathematics
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students receive in twelve years of schooling ar'e connected
at all to social justice and my sense is that they are receiv
ing none at all I see one of those balance scales with an
elephant on the one side and a pea on the other (although
the pea might be too generous), Do I want to cut that pea in
half when there's no doubt that students will be over
whelmed with the elephant? (And overwhelmed in a more
dangerous way: silently?) So we graduate all sorts of math
ematically capable people who go on to do business and
economics because their only experience with mathematics
has been in association with these fields This suggests to me
that mathematics teachers are playing a causative role in
the problem of global inequity, If those with a proclivity for
justice work come from other fields, do they have the math
ematical skills to challenge the 'wisdom' of the free-market
business world? I don't know

I think play is important, crucially so It does fit in the
education system: we have a lot of fun at City View, And I
would hope that people feel warmth, empathy and kindness
(and a freedom to disagr'ee) no matter what we're learning
Where it emerges best is the question for me, and that seems
to be more organic

Wagner: I think we agree that mathematics teachers, like
all other educators, have a responsibility to address social
justice issues I sense that your concern about balance
between time spent explicitly addressing social justice issues
and time spent exploring and learning in other ways is not so
much a concern about balance itself, but rather a recognition
that people too often claim 'balance' as an argument to con
tinue their present practices without reflection I agree with
you: we all need to re-evaluate our current practices, and not
assume that Out 'balance' is justified My conversation with
you has encouraged me to do just this

Stocker: That's llue, but I see other aspects as well The
claim that we 'seek balance' may be, as you say, simply a
way to avoid reflection Alternatively, it could be a tactical
strategy ("we'll make our message more palatable to peo
ple with power so that they'll at least come to the table"),
and also I think there are times where the claim that we
should seek balance simply does not apply For example, it
would be inappropriate to say we need some balance in
affording people their human rights Or, we couldn't say,
let's have some balance in providing a gay-positive learn
ing space at our school I'm suggesting that mathematics
for social justice is one such issue - something to be maxi
mized. I've watched as people have taken what I see to be
something of absolute value and water it right down to
something rather innocuous and ineffectual, Malcolm X is
reported to have said "An extreme illness cannot be cured
with a moderate medicine." (latner, 2005)

We spoke outside of this conversation about how to end
and it seemed that to wrap the discussion up into "neat
conclusions" would discourage readers from continuing
to reflect upon, sl1uggle with and develop the discussion
on their own I would like to thank you, though, for shar
ing your perspective and giving me the opportunity to
clarify and question my own beliefs I look forward to
future conversations
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